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FRENCH 19TH CENTURY WALNUT BUFFET WITH BURLED DRAWERS AND
INLAID DOORS

$12,600
A French walnut buffet from the 19th century with burled accents, doors inlaid with diamond motifs and ogee bracket feet.

Embrace the exquisite charm of this French 19th-century walnut buffet, a masterpiece of craftsmanship that marries function
with an aristocratic allure. The rich walnut wood is exquisitely ornamented with burled accents and intricate inlays that invite

the eye to wander and admire.

At the helm, the rectangular top is beautifully adorned with an inlaid frame, flaunting oblique motifs in alternating lighter and
darker tones, which are neatly encased by a delicate banding. This exceptional attention to detail cascades down to the façade,

boasting three burled drawers in a harmonious layout - a central elongated one flanked by two shorter ones, all with
meticulously executed dovetail construction.

The drawer pulls are cast in brass with a classical style, hinting at a bygone era of grandeur. Beneath the drawers, the buffet
reveals a pair of double doors, lavishly embellished with a splendid inlay resonating from the top, and framing central diamond
motifs that draw attention with their geometric finesse. These doors, also equipped with brass hardware, open to reveal inner

shelves, ideal for storing your precious items.

Lending a regal disposition, the buffet is elevated on graceful ogee bracket feet. Not to be overlooked, the sides are decorated
with a refined quarter veneer and inlay, bringing cohesion to the buffet's design narrative. Though the back remains unfinished,

the piece in its entirety exudes a sumptuous elegance that would elevate any interior space.

Height: 40.25 in (102.24 cm)

Width: 56.5 in (143.51 cm)

Depth: 23 in (58.42 cm)
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